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I suspect the makers of La Famille Bélier were
hoping for a French language feel-good success
which could be compared with Amélie,
Intouchables or The Actor. And they got it. The
film was a hit at the box office, with more than 7.4
million tickets sold, and gained a César at the Cannes Festival. Yet the film also generated
controversy.
In many ways La Famille Bélier is a typical coming-of-age comedy. The central character, Paula,
is a seventeen year-old living with her younger brother and parents on the family dairy farm where
she helps out with the milking and the calving whilst her mother supervises making cheese and
her father drives one of those enormous French tractors. She helps on the family dairy stall in the
market as well.
She attends the local secondary school where she notices an attractive new boy student who has
arrived from Paris and, wanting to get near to him, volunteers for the school choir only because he
has done the same. The choir is run by a washed-up music teacher who is fed up with his job (he
wants to return to Paris, not be stuck in La France profonde) and who is devoted to the music of
Michel Sardou, a singer-songwriter popular in the 1970s and 1980s (‘Michel Sardou is to French
song what Mozart was to classical music’ he says). Paula discovers she has a singing voice, and
alongside the question of a relationship with the boy, the plot develops into a question of whether
she wants to leave the area and go to Paris to pursue singing.
None of that is unexpected or controversial in a coming-of-age film. The difference is that Paula’s
parents and brother are deaf and only she can hear and speak. So she is the communication link
between her family and the outside world – on the cheese stall she interacts with the customers;
and she even sits in on a consultation between her parents and their GP when there is a

discussion of symptoms and treatment which
are probably inappropriate for a seventeen
year-old. And when her father decides to run
for mayor of the local town (his slogan is ‘I
hear you’) but she cannot interpret for him, her
father’s political career starts to go pearshaped pretty quickly.
The story was inspired by an autobiographical
memoir by Véronique Poulain, Words People
Do Not Say to Me, which describes
(apparently with a mordant sense of humour)
her life as a hearing child in the 1960s with
deaf parents who later left their jobs to set up a theatre for the deaf. Her uncle, also deaf, is a
comedian well known among the deaf community in France. She recounts in the book how her
father once said to her ‘I would have liked a child who was deaf because we could have
communicated better. But I love you even so.’
The controversy arose from the choice of actors. Paula’s father Rodolphe is played by a hearing
actor, François Damiens the Belgian who we saw at the club in 2014 in Delicatesse as Audrey
Tautou’s quirky love interest. Similarly, Paula’s mother Gigi is the prolific (and hearing) French
actor Karin Viard. Only her brother Quintin is played by a deaf actor, the newcomer Lucas
Gelberg.
Writing in The Guardian in 2014, Rebecca Atkinson – deaf from birth - said for the deaf community
‘the film is less feel-good than feel bad, mad, and misrepresented once again.‘ She went on ‘The
film uses hearing actors to play the roles of deaf characters, the result of which is an embarrassing
and crass interpretation of deaf culture and sign language. Make no mistake, this is like blacking
up for the Black and White Minstrel Show.’
Pretty strong stuff. Others were less critical.
Viguen Shirvanian, himself deaf, wrote: ‘[Sign
language] is not a language you learn in a few
days. Despite all the clumsiness and
awkwardness, which in my view are not due to
a lack of respect, we ought to encourage
interest in the deaf community through a
popular film which lots of people will see.’
The film has successfully boosted the acting
career of Louane Emera, from Hénin-Beaumont
in north-east France, who won the Oscar for the most promising female newcomer at the 2015
ceremony for her role as Paula. She has appeared in three films subsequently. She was cast in
La Famille Bélier because the director was having difficulty finding the right actress having
auditioned 80 already when one of his friends suggested he look on You Tube at her audition on
the French version of the talent show The Voice, where she managed to reach the semi-final. She
has used that achievement to establish herself as a singer.
Michael Hipkins
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“368 foreign language films (45% of all releases) released in the UK last year
accounted for just 2.4% of box office revenue in the UK.”
That rather startling statistic is behind a survey being undertaken by the British Film
Institute into attitudes towards non-English language film and discover new ways to
encourage young people in the United Kingdom to visit their local cinema.
We received the following information from Cinema For All, the umbrella
organisation for film societies:

BFI STUDY REGARDING NON-ENGLISH LANGUAGE CINEMA AUDIENCES
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
Are you an avid consumer of non-English language content? Do you have a passion
for cinema and television from all over the globe? Whether you love heading to the
cinema to check out the latest blockbuster from Japan or staying in to watch the
latest Scandi drama on Netflix, we want to speak to you.
The past 5 years has seen an explosion in popularity of non-English language
productions on television and video on demand services in the UK, typified by
the success of online services such as 'Walter Presents' and Mubi.
Meanwhile in the cinema, the 368 foreign language films (45% of all releases)
released in 2016 put in a rather subdued performance in the box office, accounting
for just 2.4% of revenue in the UK.
So, why is this the case? Nottingham's Broadway cinema, in association with The
University of Nottingham, is currently looking for participants between the ages of 18
and 30-years-old* to find out more about attitudes towards non-English language
film and discover new ways to encourage young people in the United Kingdom to
visit their local cinema.
*All your Committee members are too old to participate in the study!

The arrival of the circular around the same time that we are screening tonight’s film,
perhaps bring the reasons behind the study into sharper focus.
As Michael’s notes explain, having been so successful in France, and bearing
comparison with recent French hits in the UK, it is surprising that tonight’s film did
not make an impact in the UK.
It is a well known practice for distributor’s to get a foreign language film a one week
release in a solitary London cinema as that qualifies as having had a UK release.
Nevertheless, the figures quoted were rather startling.
However, perhaps this situation provides an opportunity for film clubs to meet the
apparent interest in foreign language films by screening more sub-titled films?
We’ll be interested in the conclusion the study reaches.

Comments and reactions to:

Hell’s Angels

May be interesting historically but generally quite dismal
Quite good
Amazing aerial photography, but the rest……well?
Thrilling air combat scenes
Clever, stylish, too light hearted for serious subject
Amazing – I’m glad I saw this
Too long – Hammy plot but exciting flying sequences
Much better than I expected
Great photography of attack on depot and air battle
Great technical achievement
Impressive flight scenes but otherwise very dated
Interesting film but not my cup of tea
Thank you. A fascinating film – A blast from way before I was born
Very exciting! What a good idea to show the Guildford short film
Loved the shorts! Well done John – Great entertainment this evening
An average melodrama with some extraordinary dog-fight scenes attached
Might have been better to explain more about the transfer from silent to sound
Enjoyed the shorts more than the feature, which wasn’t really for the ladies! Aerial
sequence seemed VERY long
Too long and too dated to be particularly enjoyable but the non computer generated flying
and bombing scenes were spectacular for its time.
Anachronistic but interesting. Flawed plot and wooden acting - febrile (pre Hays Code)
sexuality!
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Our next film on 14 December:

“

“Open-hearted gushy romanticism in CinemaScope. What's not to love?”
“It's a wonderful throwback to the golden era of musicals with a 21st century
sheen.”

